Abstract. Decision procedures can be either theory-specific, e.g., Presburger arithmetic, or theory-generic, applying to an infinite number of user-definable theories. Variant satisfiability is a theory-generic procedure for quantifier-free satisfiability in the initial algebra of an ordersorted equational theory pΣ, E Y Bq under two conditions: (i) E Y B has the finite variant property and B has a finitary unification algorithm; and (ii) pΣ, E Y Bq protects a constructor subtheory pΩ, EΩ Y BΩq that is OS-compact. These conditions apply to many user-definable theories, but have a main limitation: they apply well to data structures, but often do not hold for user-definable predicates on such data structures. We present a theory-generic satisfiability decision procedure, and a prototype implementation, extending variant-based satisfiability to initial algebras with user-definable predicates under fairly general conditions. Keywords: finite variant property (FVP), OS-compactness, user-definable predicates, decidable validity and satisfiability in initial algebras.
Introduction
Some of the most important recent advances in software verification are due to the systematic use of decision procedures in both model checkers and theorem provers. However, a key limitation in exploiting the power of such decision procedures is their current lack of extensibility. The present situation is as follows. Suppose a system has been formally specified as a theory T about which we want to verify some properties, say ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n , using some model checker or theorem prover that relies on an SMT solver for its decision procedures. This limits a priori the decidable subtheory T 0 Ď T that can be handled by the SMT solver. Specifically, the SMT solver will typically support a fixed set Q 1 , . . . , Q k of decidable theories, so that, using a theory combination method such as Nelson and Oppen [24] , or Shostak [25] , T 0 must be a finite combination of the decidable theories Q 1 , . . . , Q k supported by the SMT solver.
In non-toy applications it is unrealistic to expect that the entire specification T of a software system will be decidable. Obviously, the bigger the decidable subtheory T 0 Ď T , the higher the levels of automation and the greater the chances of scaling up the verification effort. With theory-specific procedures for, say, Q 1 , . . . , Q k , the decidable fragment T 0 of T is a priori bounded. One promising way to extend the decidable fragment T 0 is to develop theory-generic satisfiability procedures. These are procedures that make decidable not a single theory Q, but an infinite class of user-specifiable theories. Therefore, an SMT solver supporting both theory-specific and theory-generic decision procedures becomes user-extensible and can carve out a potentially much bigger Decidable Fragment T 0 of the given system specification T .
Variant-based satisfiability [20, 19] is a recent theory-generic decision procedure applying to the following, easily user-specifiable infinite class of equational theories pΣ, E Y Bq: (i) Σ is an order-sorted [13] signature of function symbols, supporting types, subtypes, and subtype polymorphisms; (ii) E Y B has the finite variant property [8] and B has a finitary unification algorithm; and (iii) pΣ, E Y Bq protects a constructor subtheory pΩ, E Ω Y B Ω q that is OScompact [20, 19] . The procedure can then decide satisfiability in the initial algebra T Σ{EYB , that is, in the algebraic data type specified by pΣ, E Y Bq. These conditions apply to many user-definable theories, but have a main limitation: they apply well to data structures, but often do not hold for user-definable predicates.
The notions of variant and of OS-compactness mentioned above are defined in detail in Section 2. Here we give some key intuitions about each notion. Given Σ-equations E Y B such that the equations E oriented as left-to-right rewrite rules are confluent and terminating modulo the equational axioms B, a variant of a Σ-term t is a pair pu, θq where θ is a substitution, and u is the canonical form of the term instance tθ by the rewrite rules E modulo B. Intuitively, the variants of t are the fully simplified patterns to which the instances of t can reduce. Some simplified instances are of course more general (as patterns) than others. E Y B has the finite variant property (FVP) if any Σ-term t has a finite set of most general variants. For example, the addition equations E " tx`0 " x, x`spyq " spx`yqu are not FVP, since px`y, id q, pspx`y 1 q, ty Þ Ñ spy 1 quq, pspspx`y 2 qq, ty Þ Ñ spspy 2 qquq, . . ., ps n px`y n q, ty Þ Ñ s n py n quq, . . ., are all incomparable variants of x`y. Instead, the Boolean equations G " tx _ J " J, x _ K " x, x^J " x, x^K " Ku are FVP. For example, the most general variants of x _ y are: px_y, id q, px, ty Þ Ñ Kuq, and pJ, ty Þ Ñ Juq. Assuming for simplicity that all sorts in a theory pΩ, E Ω Y B Ω q have an infinite number of ground terms of that sort which are all different modulo the equations E Ω Y B Ω , then OS-compactness of pΩ, E Ω Y B Ω q means that any conjunction of disequalities
is satisfiable in the initial algebra T Ω{EΩ YBΩ . For example, pt0, su, Hq is OS-compact, where t0, su are the usual natural number constructors. Thus, spxq " spyq^0 " y is satisfiable in T t0,su .
The key reason why user-definable predicates present a serious obstacle is the following. Variant satisfiability works by reducing satisfiability in the initial algebra T Σ{EYB to satisfiability in the much simpler algebra of constructors T Ω{EΩ YBΩ . In many applications E Ω " H, and if the axioms B Ω are any combination of associativity, commutativity and identity axioms, except associativity without commutativity, then pΩ, B Ω q is an OS-compact theory [20, 19] , making satisfiability in T Ω{BΩ and therefore in T Σ{EYB decidable. We can equationally specify a predicate p with sorts A 1 , . . . , A n in a positive way as a function p : A 1 , . . . , A n Ñ Pred , where the sort Pred of predicates contains a "true" constant tt, so that ppu 1 , . . . , u n q not holding for concrete ground arguments u 1 , . . . , u n is expressed as the disequality ppu 1 , . . . , u n q " tt. But ppu 1 , . . . , u n q " tt means that p must be a constructor of sort Pred in Ω, and that the equations defining p must belong to E Ω , making E Ω " H and ruling out the case when T Ω{EΩ YBΩ " T Ω{BΩ is decidable by OS-compactness.
This work extends variant-based satisfiability to initial algebras with userdefinable predicates under fairly general conditions using two key ideas: (i) characterizing the cases when ppu 1 , . . . , u n q " tt by means of constrained patterns; and (ii) eliminating all occurrences of disequalities of the form ppv 1 , . . . , v n q " tt in a quantifier-free (QF) formula by means of such patterns. In this way, the QF satisfiability problem can be reduced to formulas involving only non-predicate constructors, for which OS-compactness holds in many applications. More generally, if some predicates fall within the OS-compact fragment, they can be kept.
Preliminaries are in Section 2. Constructor variants and OS-compactness in Section 3. The satisfiability decision procedure is defined and proved correct in Section 4, and its prototype implementation is described in Section 5. Related work and conclusions are discussed in Section 6. All proofs can be found in [14] .
Many-Sorted Logic, Rewriting, and Variants
We present some preliminaries on many-sorted (MS) logic, rewriting and finite variant and variant unification notions needed in the paper. For a more general treatment using order-sorted (OS) logic see [14] .
We assume familiarity with the following basic concepts and notation that are explained in full detail in, e.g., [22] : (i) many-sorted (MS) signature as a pair Σ " pS, Σq with S a set of sorts and Σ an S˚ˆS-indexed family Σ " tΣ w,s u pw,sqPS˚ˆS of function symbols, where f P Σ s1...sn,s is displayed as f : s 1 . . . s n Ñ s; (ii) Σ-algebra A as a pair A " pA, A q with A " tA s u sPS an Sindexed family of sets, and A a mapping interpreting each f : s 1 . . . s n Ñ s as a function in the set rA s1ˆ. . .ˆA sn Ñ A s s. (iii) Σ-homomorphism h : A Ñ B as an S-indexed family of functions h " th s : A s Ñ B s u sPS preserving the operations in Σ; (iv) the term Σ-algebra T Σ and its initiality in the category MSAlg Σ of Σ-algebras when Σ is unambiguous.
An S-sorted set X " tX s u sPS of variables, satisfies s " s 1 ñ X s X X s 1 " H, and the variables in X are always assumed disjoint from all constants in Σ. The Σ-term algebra on variables X, T Σ pXq, is the initial algebra for the signature ΣpXq obtained by adding to Σ the variables X as extra constants. Since a ΣpXq-algebra is just a pair pA, αq, with A a Σ-algebra, and α an interpretation of the constants in X, i.e., an S-sorted function α P rXÑAs, the ΣpXq-initiality of T Σ pXq means that for each A P MSAlg Σ and α P rXÑAs, there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism, α : T Σ pXq Ñ A extending α, i.e., such that for each s P S and x P X s we have xα s " α s pxq. In particular, when A " T Σ pY q, an interpretation of the constants in X, i.e., an S-sorted function σ P rXÑT Σ pY qs is called a substitution, and its unique homomorphic extension σ : T Σ pXq Ñ T Σ pY q is also called a substitution. Define dompσq " tx P X | x " xσu, and ranpσq " Ť xPdompσq varspxσq. Given variables Z, the substitution σ| Z agrees with σ on Z and is the identity elsewhere.
We also assume familiarity with many-sorted first-order logic including: (i) the first-order language of Σ-formulas for Σ a signature (in our case Σ has only function symbols and the " predicate); (ii) given a Σ-algebra A, a formula ϕ P FormpΣq, and an assignment α P rY ÑAs, with Y " fvarspϕq the free variables of ϕ, the satisfaction relation A, α |ù ϕ; (iii) the notions of a formula ϕ P FormpΣq being valid, denoted A |ù ϕ, resp. satisfiable, in a Σ-algebra A. For a subsignature Ω Ď Σ and A P MSAlg Σ , the reduct A| Ω P MSAlg Ω agrees with A in the interpretation of all sorts and operations in Ω and discards everything in ΣzΩ. If ϕ P FormpΩq we have the equivalence A |ù ϕ ô A| Ω |ù ϕ.
An MS equational theory is a pair T " pΣ, Eq, with E a set of Σ-equations. MSAlg pΣ,Eq denotes the full subcategory of MSAlg Σ with objects those A P MSAlg Σ such that A |ù E, called the pΣ, Eq-algebras. MSAlg pΣ,Eq has an initial algebra T Σ{E [22] . The inference system in [22] is sound and complete for MS equational deduction, i.e., for any MS equational theory pΣ, Eq, and Σ-equation u " v we have an equivalence E $ u " v ô E |ù u " v. For the sake of simpler inference we assume non-empty sorts, i.e., @s P S, T Σ , s " H.
In the above notions there is only an apparent lack of predicate symbols: full many-sorted first-order logic can be reduced to many-sorted algebra and the above language of equational formulas. The reduction is achieved as follows. A many-sorted first-order (MS-FO) signature, is a pair pΣ, Πq with Σ a MS signature with set of sorts S, and Π an S˚-indexed set Π " tΠ w u wPS˚o f predicate symbols. We associate to a MS-FO signature pΣ, Πq a MS signature pΣ Y Πq by adding to Σ a new sort Pred with a constant tt and viewing each p P Π w as a function symbol p : s 1 . . . s n Ñ Pred . The reduction at the model level is now very simple: each pΣ Y Πq-algebra A defines a pΣ, Πq-model A˝with Σ-algebra structure A| Σ and having for each p P Π w the predicate interpretation Ap " A´1 p:wÑPred pttq. The reduction at the formula level is also quite simple: we map a pΣ, Πq-formula ϕ to an equational formula r ϕ, called its equational version, by just replacing each atom ppt 1 , . . . , t n q by the equational atom ppt 1 , . . . , t n q " tt. The correctness of this reduction is just the easy to check equivalence:
A MS-FO theory is just a pair ppΣ, Πq, Γ q, with pΣ, Πq a MS-FO signature and Γ a set of pΣ, Πq-formulas. Call ppΣ, Πq, Γ q equational iff pΣ Y Π, r Γ q is a many-sorted equational theory. By the above equivalence and the completeness of many-sorted equational logic such theories allow a sound and complete use of equational deduction also with predicate atoms. Note that if ppΣ, Πq, Γ q is equational, it is a very simple type of theory in many-sorted Horn Logic with Equality and therefore has an initial model T pΣ,Πq,Γ [12] . A useful, easy to check fact is that we have an identity:
Recall the notation for term positions, subterms, and term replacement from [9] : (i) positions in a term viewed as a tree are marked by strings p P N˚specifying a path from the root, (ii) t| p denotes the subterm of term t at position p, and (iii) trus p denotes the result of replacing subterm t| p at position p by u.
Definition 1.
A rewrite theory is a triple R " pΣ, B, Rq with pΣ, Bq a MS equational theory and R a set of Σ-rewrite rules, i.e., sequents l Ñ r, with l, r P T Σ pXq s for some s P S. In what follows it is always assumed that: (1) For each l Ñ r P R, l R X and varsprq Ď varsplq. (2) Each equation u " v P B is regular, i.e., varspuq " varspvq, and linear, i.e., there are no repeated variables in either u or v. The one-step R, B-rewrite relation t Ñ R,B t 1 , holds between t, t 1 P T Σ pXq s , s P S, iff there is a rewrite rule l Ñ r P R, a substitution σ P rXÑT Σ pXqs, and a term position p in t such that t| p " B lσ, and t
w 2 , and w 1 " B w 2 (where ÑR ,B denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of Ñ R,B ); and (iv) convergent if (i)-(iii) hold. If R is convergent, for each Σ-term t there is a term u such that t ÑR ,B u and pEvq u Ñ R,B v. We then write u " t! R,B and t Ñ! R,B t! R,B , and call t! R,B the R, B-normal form of t, which, by confluence, is unique up to B-equality.
Given a set E of Σ-equations, let RpEq " tu Ñ v | u " v P Eu. A decomposition of a MS equational theory pΣ, Eq is a convergent rewrite theory R " pΣ, B, Rq such that E " E 0 Z B and R " RpE 0 q. The key property of a decomposition is the following: [15, 21] Let R " pΣ, B, Rq be a decomposition of pΣ, Eq. Then we have an equivalence:
If R " pΣ, B, Rq is a decomposition of pΣ, Eq, and X an S-sorted set of variables, the canonical term algebra C R pXq has C R pXq s " trt! R,B s B | t P T Σ pXq s u, and interprets each f : s 1 . . . s n Ñ s as the function C R pXq f : pru 1 s B , . . . , ru n s B q Þ Ñ rf pu 1 , . . . , u n q! R,B s B . By the Church-Rosser Theorem we then have an isomorphism h : T Σ{E pXq -C R pXq, where h : rts E Þ Ñ rt! R,B s B . In particular, when X is the empty family of variables, the canonical term algebra C R is an initial algebra, and is the most intuitive possible model for T Σ{E as an algebra of values computed by R, B-simplification.
Quite often, the signature Σ on which T Σ{E is defined has a natural decomposition as a disjoint union Σ " Ω Z ∆, where the elements of C R , that is, the values computed by R, B-simplification, are Ω-terms, whereas the function symbols f P ∆ are viewed as defined functions which are evaluated away by R, B-simplification. Ω (with same poset of sorts as Σ) is then called a constructor subsignature of Σ. Call a decomposition R " pΣ, B, Rq of pΣ, Eq sufficiently complete with respect to the constructor subsignature Ω iff for each t P T Σ we have: (i) t! R,B P T Ω , and (ii) if u P T Ω and u " B v, then v P T Ω . This ensures that for each rus B P C R we have rus B Ď T Ω . We will give several examples of decompositions Σ " Ω Z ∆ into constructors and defined functions.
As we can see in the following definition, sufficient completeness is closely related to the notion of a protecting theory inclusion.
Definition 2. An equational theory pΣ, Eq protects another theory pΩ, E Ω q iff pΩ, E Ω q Ď pΣ, Eq and the unique Ω-homomorphism h :
and R 0 Ď R, and for all t, t
R Ω " pΩ, B Ω , R Ω q is a constructor decomposition of R " pΣ, B, Rq iff R protects R Ω and Σ and Ω have the same poset of sorts, so that by (iii) above R is sufficiently complete with respect to Ω. Furthermore, Ω is called a subsignature of free constructors modulo
The case where all constructor terms are in R, B-normal form is captured by Ω being a subsignature of free constructors modulo B Ω . Note also that conditions (i) and (ii) are, so called, "no confusion" conditions, and for protecting extensions (iii) is a "no junk" condition, that is, R does not add new data to C R0 .
Given a MS equational theory pΣ, Eq and a conjunction of Σ-equations φ "
An E-unification algorithm for pΣ, Eq is an algorithm generating for each system of Σ-equations φ and finite set of variables W Ě varspφq a complete set of E-unifiers Unif W E pφq where each τ P Unif W E pφq is assumed idempotent and with dompτ q " varspφq, and is "away from W " in the sense that ranpτ q X W " H. The set Unif W E pφq is called "complete" in the precise sense that for any E-unifier σ of φ there is a τ P Unif E pφq and a substitution ρ such that σ| W " E pτ ρq| W , where, by definition, α " E β means p@x P Xq αpxq " E βpxq for substitutions α, β. Such an algorithm is called finitary if it always terminates with a finite set Unif W E pφq for any φ. The notion of variant answers, in a sense, two questions: (i) how can we best describe symbolically the elements of C R pXq that are reduced substitution instances of a pattern term t? and (ii) given an original pattern t, how many other patterns do we need to describe the reduced instances of t in C R pXq? Definition 3. Given a decomposition R " pΣ, B, Rq of a MS equational theory pΣ, Eq and a Σ-term t, a variant 3 [8, 11] of t is a pair pu, θq such that:
all variables x. pu, θq is called a ground variant iff, furthermore, u P T Σ . Given variants pu, θq and pv, γq of t, pu, θq is called more general than pv, γq, denoted pu, θq Ě B pv, γq, iff there is a substitution ρ such that: (i) pθρq| varsptq " B γ, and (ii) uρ " B v. Let t R,B " tpu i , θ i q | i P Iu denote a complete set of variants of t, that is, a set of variants such that for any variant pv, γq of t there is an i P I, such that pu i , θ i q Ě B pv, γq.
A decomposition R " pΣ, B, Rq of pΣ, Eq has the finite variant property [8] (FVP) iff for each Σ-term t there is a finite complete set of variants t R,B " tpu 1 , θ 1 q, . . . , pu n , θ n qu. If B has a finitary B-unification algorithm the relation pu, αq Ě B pv, βq is decidable by B-matching. Under this assumption on B, if R " pΣ, B, Rq is FVP, t R,B can be chosen to be not only complete, but also a set of most general variants, in the sense that
has θ i idempotent with dompθ i q " varsptq, and "away from W ," in the sense that ranpθ i q X W " H.
If B has a finitary unification algorithm, the folding variant narrowing strategy described in [11] provides an effective method to generate t R,B . Furthermore, folding variant narrowing terminates for each input t P T Σ pXq with a finite set t R,B iff R has FVP [11] .
Two example theories, one FVP and another not FVP, were given in the Introduction. Many other examples are given in [20] . The following will be used as a running example of an FVP theory: Example 1. (Sets of Natural Numbers). Let NatSet " pΣ, B, Rq be the following equational theory. Σ has sorts Nat , NatSet and Pred , subsort inclusion 4 Nat ă NatSet, and decomposes as Σ " Ω c Z ∆, where the constructors Ω c include the following operators: 0 and 1 of sort Nat ,`: Nat Nat Ñ Nat (addition), H of sort NatSet, , : NatSet NatSet Ñ NatSet (set union), tt of sort Pred , and a subset containment predicate expressed as a function Ď : NatSet NatSet Ñ Pred . B decomposes as B " B Ωc Z B ∆ . The axioms B Ωc include: (i) the associativity and commutativity of`with identity 0, the associativity and commutativity of , . R decomposes as R " R Ωc Z R ∆ . The rules 1 have sort NatSet. The signature ∆ of defined functions has operators max : Nat Nat Ñ Nat , min : Nat Nat Ñ Nat, and´: Nat Nat Ñ Nat , for the maximum, minimum and "monus" (subtraction) functions. The axioms B ∆ are the commutativity of the max and min functions. The rules R ∆ for the defined functions are: max pN, N`M q Ñ N`M , minpN, N`M q Ñ N , N´pN`M q Ñ 0, and pN`M q´N Ñ M , where N and M have sort Nat. 4 As pointed out at the beginning of Section 2, [14] treats the more general order-sorted case, where sorts form a poset pS, ďq with s ď s 1 interpreted as set containment As Ď A s 1 in a Σ-algebra A. All results in this paper hold in the order-sorted case.
The predicates P and Ă need not be explicitly defined, since they can be expressed by the definitional equivalences N P N S " tt ô N, N S " N S, and
FVP is a semi-decidable property [5] , which can be easily verified (when it holds) by checking, using folding variant narrowing (supported by
Given an FVP decomposition R its variant complexity is the total number n of variants for all such f px 1 , . . . , x n q, provided f has some associated rules of the form f pt 1 , . . . , t n q Ñ t 1 . This gives a rough measure of how costly it is to perform variant computations relative to the cost of performing B-unification. For example, the variant complexity of NatSet above is 20.
To be able to express systems of equations, say,
Variant-based unification goes back to [11] . The paper [20] gives a more precise characterization using Σ^-terms as follows. If R " pΣ, B, Rq is an FVP decomposition of pΣ, Eq and B has a finitary B-unification algorithm, given a system of Σ-equations φ with variables W , folding variant narrowing computes a finite set VarUnif W E pφq of E-unifiers away from W that is complete in the strong sense that if α is an R, B-normalized E-unifier of φ there exists θ P VarUnif W E pφq and an R, B-normalized ρ such that α| W " B pθρq| W .
Constructor Variants and OS-Compactness
We gather some technical notions and results needed for the inductive satisfiability procedure given in Section 4.
The notion of constructor variant answers the question: what variants of t cover as instances modulo B Ω all canonical forms of all ground instances of t? The following lemma (stated and proved at the more general order-sorted level in [14] , but stated here for the MS case for simplicity) gives a precise answer under reasonable assumptions. For more on constructor variants see [20, 26, 14] . Lemma 1. Let R " pΣ, B, Rq be an FVP decomposition of pΣ, Eq protecting a constructor decomposition R Ω " pΩ, B Ω , R Ω q. Assume that: (i) Σ " Ω Y∆ with Ω X ∆ " H; (ii) B has a finitary B-unification algorithm and B " B Ω Z B ∆ , with B Ω Ω-equations and if u " v P B ∆ , u, v are non-variable ∆-terms. Call t Ω R,B " tpv, θq P t R,B | v P T Ω pXqu the set of constructor variants of t. If rus P C RΩ is of the form u " B ptγq! R,B , then there is pv, θq P t Ω R,B and a normalized ground substitution τ such that u " B vτ .
We finally need the notion of an order-sorted OS-compact equational OS-FO theory ppΣ, Πq, Γ q, generalizing the compactness notion in [7] . The notion is the same (but called MS-compactness) for the special case of MS theories treated in the preliminaries to simplify the exposition. It is stated here in the more general OS case because the satisfiability algorithm in Section 4 works for the more general OS case, and the paper's examples are in fact OS theories.
Given a OS equational theory pΣ, Eq, call a Σ-equality u " v E-trivial iff u " E v, and a Σ-disequality u " v E-consistent iff u " E v. Likewise, call a conjunction Ź D of Σ-disequalities E-consistent iff each u " v in D is so. Call a sort s P S finite in both pΣ, Eq and T Σ{E iff T Σ{E,s is a finite set, and infinite otherwise.
Definition 4. An equational OS-FO theory ppΣ, Πq, Γ q is called OS-compact iff: (i) for each sort s in Σ we can effectively determine whether s is finite or infinite in T ΣYΠ{ r Γ , , and, if finite, can effectively compute a representative ground term repprusq P rus for each rus P T ΣYΠ{ r Γ ,s ; (ii) " r Γ is decidable and r Γ has a finitary unification algorithm; and (iii) any finite conjunction Ź D of negated pΣ, Πq-atoms whose variables all have infinite sorts and such that Ź r D is r Γ -consistent is satisfiable in T Σ,Π,Γ .
Call an OS theory pΣ, Eq OS-compact iff OS-FO theory ppΣ, Hq, Eq is OScompact.
The key theorem, generalizing a similar one in [7] is the following: Theorem 2. [20, 19] If ppΣ, Πq, Γ q is an OS-compact theory, then satisfiability of QF pΣ, Πq-formulas in T Σ,Π,Γ is decidable.
The following OS-compactness results are proved in detail in [20] : (i) a free constructor decomposition modulo axioms R Ω " pΩ, B Ω , Hq for B Ω any combination of associativity, commutativity and identity axioms, except associativity without commutativity, is OS-compact; and (ii) the constructor decompositions for parameterized modules for lists, compact lists, multisets, sets, and hereditarily finite (HF) sets are all OS-compact-preserving, in the sense that if the actual parameter has an OS-compact constructor decomposition, then the corresponding instantiation of the parameterized constructor decomposition is OS-compact.
Example 2. The constructor decomposition R Ωc " pΩ, B Ωc , R Ωc q for the NatSet theory in Example 1 is OS-compact. This follows from the fact that NatSet with set containment predicate Ď is just the instantiation of the constructor decomposition for the parameterized module of (finite) sets in [20] to the natural numbers with 0, 1, and`, which is itself a theory of free constructors modulo associativity, commutativity and identity 0 for`and therefore OS-compact by (i), so that, by (ii), R Ωc " pΩ, B Ωc , R Ωc q is also OS-compact.
QF Satisfiability in Initial Algebras with Predicates
The known variant-based quantifier-free (QF) satisfiability and validity results [20, 19] apply to the initial algebra T Σ{E of an equational theory pΣ, Eq having an FVP variant-decomposition R " pΣ, B, Rq protecting a constructor decomposition R Ω " pΩ, B Ω , R Ω q and such that: (i) B has a finitary unification algorithm; and (ii) the equational theory of R Ω " pΩ, B Ω , R Ω q is OS-compact.
Example 3. QF validity and satisfiability in the initial algebra T Σ{E for pΣ, Eq the theory with the NatSet FVP variant-decomposition R " pΣ, B, Rq in Example 1 are decidable because its axioms B have a finitary unification algorithm and, as explained in Example 2, its constructor decomposition R Ω " pΩ, B Ω , R Ω q is OS-compact.
The decidable inductive validity and satisfiability results in [20, 19] apply indeed to many data structures of interest, which may obey structural axioms B such as commutativity, associativity-commutativity, or identity. Many useful examples are given in [20] , and a prototype Maude implementation is presented in [26] . There is, however, a main limitation about the range of examples to which these results apply, which this work directly addresses. The limitation comes from the introduction of user-definable predicates. Recall that we represent a predicate p with sorts s 1 , . . . , s n as a function p : s 1 , . . . , s n Ñ Pred defined in the positive case by confluent and terminating equations ppu i 1 , . . . , u i n q " tt, 1 ď i ď k. The key problem with such predicates p is that, except in trivial cases, there are typically ground terms ppv 1 , . . . , v n q for which the predicate does not hold. This means that p must be a constructor operator of sort Pred which is not a free constructor modulo the axioms B Ω . This makes proving OS-compactness for a constructor decomposition R Ω " pΩ, B Ω , R Ω q including user-definable predicates a non-trivial case-by-case task. For example, the proofs of OS-compactness for the set containment predicate Ď in the parameterized module of finite sets and for other such predicates in other FVP parameterized modules in [20] all required non-trivial analyses. Furthermore, OS-compactness may fail for some R Ω precisely because of predicates (see Example 4 below).
Example 4. Consider the following extension by predicates NatSetPreds of the NatSet theory in Example 1, where the constructor signature Ω " Ω c Z Ω Π adds the subsignature Ω Π containing the strict order predicate ą : Nat Nat Ñ Pred , the "sort predicate" :Nat : NatSet Ñ Pred , characterizing when a set of natural numbers is a natural, and the even and odd predicates even, odd : NatSet Ñ Pred , defined by the rules R Π : N`M`1 ą N Ñ tt, N :Nat Ñ tt, evenpN`N q Ñ tt, odd pN`N`1q Ñ tt, where N and M have sort Nat . NatSetPreds is FVP, but its constructor decomposition R Ω " pΩ c Z Ω Π , B Ωc , R Ωc ZR Π q is not OS-compact, since the negation of the trichotomy law
The goal of this work is to provide a decision procedure for validity and satisfiability of QF formulas in the initial algebra of an FVP theory R that may contain user-definable predicates and protects a constructor decomposition R Ω that need not be OS-compact, under the following reasonable assumptions:
where Ω Π consists only of predicates, and R Π consists of rules of the form ppu l Ω c -terms with variables in Y j " varspppv j 1 , . . . , v j n qq. These negative constrained patterns are interpreted as meaning that the following semantic equivalences are valid in C R for each p P Ω Π , where
The first equivalence means that any instance of a negative pattern by a normalized ground substitution ρ j satisfying its constrain is normalized, so that
The second means that rppt 1 , . . . , t n qs P C R iff rppt 1 , . . . , t n qs instantiates a negative pattern satisfying its constraint.
Example 5. The module NatSetPreds from Example 4 satisfies above conditions (1)-(3). Indeed, (1), including conditions (i)-(ii) in Lemma 1, follows easily from its definition and that of NatSet, and (2) also follows easily from the definition of NatSet and the remarks in Example 2. This leaves us with condition (3), where the negative constrained patterns for Ω Π " t ą , even, odd , : Nat u are the following:
-N ą N`M " tt -evenpN`N`1q " tt, evenpHq " tt, pN Ď N S " tt^N S " Hq ñ evenpN, N Sq " tt -odd pN`N q " tt, odd pHq " tt, pN Ď N S " tt^N S " Hq ñ odd pN, N Sq " tt -H :Nat " tt, pN Ď N S " tt^N S " Hq ñ pN, N Sq :Nat " tt.
where N and M have sort Nat and N S sort Natset. As explained in Appendix A of [14] , the first equivalence can be automatically checked using folding variant narrowing. For a proof that the two equivalences hold in C R for these predicates and their patterns (a few patterns are missing in the proof by mistake) see [14] .
The Inductive Satisfiability Decision Procedure. Assume R satisfies conditions (1)-(3) above and let Σ " ∆ Z Ω c Z Ω Π , and E be the axioms B plus the equations associated with the rules R in R. Given a QF Σ-formula ϕ the procedure decides if ϕ is satisfiable in C R . We can reduce the inductive validity decision problem of whether C R |ù ϕ to deciding whether ϕ is unsatisfiable in C R . Since any QF Σ-formula ϕ can be put in disjunctive normal form, a disjunction is satisfiable in C R iff one of the disjuncts is, and all predicates have been turned into functions of sort Pred , it is enough to decide the satisfiability of a conjunction of Σ-literals of the form Ź G^Ź D, where the G are equations and the D are disequations. The procedure performs the following steps:
1. Unification. Satisfiability of the conjunction Ź G^Ź D is replaced by satisfiability for some conjunction in the set tp Ź Dαq! R,B | α P VarUnif E p Ź Gqu, discarding any obviously unsatisfiable p Ź Dαq! R,B in such a set. 2. Π-Elimination. After
Step (1), each conjunction is a conjunction of disequalities 
Example 6. We can illustrate the use of the above decision procedure by proving the validity of the QF formula odd pN q " tt ô evenpN q " tt in the initial algebra C R of NatSetPreds. That is, we need to show that its negation podd pN q " tt^evenpN q " ttq _ podd pN q " tt^evenpN q " ttq is unsatisfiable in C R . Applying the Unification step to the first disjunct odd pN q " tt^evenpN q " tt no variant unifiers are found, making this disjunct unsatisfiable. Applying the Π-Elimination step to the first disequality in the second disjunct odd pN q " tt^evenpN q " tt, since the only constructor variant of odd pN q different from tt is the identity variant, and the only disjoint B Ωc -unifier of odd pN q with the negative patterns for odd is tN Þ Ñ M`M u for the (renamed) unconstrained negative pattern odd pM`M q " tt, we get the disequality evenpM`M q " tt, whose normal form tt " tt is unsatisfiable.
Ωc , R Ωc Z R Π q and satisfying above conditions (1)- (3), the above procedure correctly decides the satisfiability of a QF Σ-formula ϕ in the canonical term algebra C R .
Sort Predicates for Recursive Data Structures. We can axiomatize many (non-circular) recursive data structures as the elements of an initial algebra T Ω on a many-sorted signature of free constructors Ω. For example, lists can be so axiomatized with Ω consisting of just two sorts, Elt , viewed as a parametric sort of list elements, and List , a constant nil of sort List , and a "cons" constructor ; : Elt List Ñ List . In general, however, adding to such data structures defined functions corresponding to "selectors" that can extract the constituent parts of each data structure cannot be done in a satisfactory way if we remain within a manysorted setting. For example, for lists we would like to have selectors head and tail (the usual car and cdr in Lisp notation). For head the natural equation is head px; lq " x. Likewise, the natural equation for tail is tail px; lq " l. But this leaves open the problem of how to define head pnil q, for which no satisfactory solution exists. J. Meseguer and J.A. Goguen proposed a simple solution to this "constructor-selector" problem using initial order-sorted algebras in [23] . The key idea is the following. For each non-constant constructor symbol, say c : A 1 . . . A n Ñ B, n ě 1, we introduce a subsort B c ă B and give the tighter typing c : A 1 . . . A n Ñ B c . The selector problem is now easily solved by associating to each non-constant constructor c selector functions sel is usually written as NeList (non-empty lists), and tightening the typing of "cons" to ; : Elt List Ñ NeList . In this way the head and tail selectors have typings head : NeList Ñ Elt and tail : NeList Ñ List , again with equations head px; lq " x and tail px; lq " l, with x of sort Elt and l of sort List .
We have just described a general theory transformation Ω Þ Ñ p r Ω Z ∆, E ∆ q from any MS signature Ω to an OS theory with selectors ∆. Due to space limitations, the following key facts are discussed in detail in Section 4.2 of [14] : (1) p r Ω Z ∆, H, RpE ∆is FVP with p r Ω, H, Hq as its constructor decomposition. (2) To increase expressiveness, we can define for each subsort B c associated with a constructor c a corresponding equationally-defined sort predicate :B c , thus obtaining a decomposition p r Ω ZΠ Z∆, H, RpE ∆ qZRpE Πthat is also FVP. (3) Each sort predicate :B c has an associated set of negative patterns, so that our variant satisfiability algorithm makes satisfiability of QF formulas in the initial algebra T r ΩZΠZ∆{E∆ ZEΠ decidable.
Example 7. (Lists of Naturals with Sort Predicates). We can instantiate the above order-sorted theory of lists with selectors head and tail by instantiating the parameter sort Elt to a sort Nat with constant 0, subsort NzNat ă Nat, and unary constructor s : Nat Ñ NzNat with selector p : NzNat Ñ Nat satisfying the equation ppspnqq " n. We then extend this specification with sort predicates : NzNat : Nat Ñ Pred and : NeList : List Ñ Pred , defined by equations n 1 :NzNat " tt and l 1 :NeList " tt, with n 1 of sort NzNat and l 1 of sort NeList . Their corresponding negative patterns are: 0 :NzNat " tt and nil :NeList " tt.
One advantage of adding these sort predicates is that some properties not expressible as QF formulas become QF-expressible. For example, to state that every number is either 0 or a non-zero number (resp. every list is either nil or a non-empty list) we need the formula n " 0_pDn 1 q n " n 1 (resp. l " nil _pDl
, where n has sort Nat and n 1 sort NzNat (resp. l has sort List and l 1 sort NeList ). But with sort predicates this can be expressed by means of the QF formula n " 0 _ n :NzNat " tt (resp. l " nil _ l :NeList " tt).
Implementation
We have implemented the variant satisfiability decision procedure of Section 4 in a new prototype tool. The implementation consists of 11 new Maude modules (from 17 in total), 2345 new lines of code, and uses the Maude's META-LEVEL to carry out the steps of the procedure in a reflective way. We have also developed a Maude interface to ease the definition of properties and patterns as equations. The three steps of the variant satisfiability procedure are implemented using Maude's META-LEVEL functions. Let us illustrate them for NatSetPreds.
Example 8. We can prove the inductive validity of the formula N -M " 0 ô pM > N " tt _ N " Mq, where N -M denotes N "monus" M, by showing that each conjunction in its negation, pN -M " 0^M > N ‰ tt^N ‰ Mq _ pN -M ‰ 0^M > N " ttq _ pN -M ‰ 0^N " Mq is unsatisfiable. For the first conjunct the algorithm's three steps are as follows. After the unification step, we obtain (V2 + V3) > V2 ‰ tt^V2 ‰ V2 + V3, where V2 and V3 are variables of sort Natural. Applying the Π-elimination step, we obtain: V4 ‰ V4 + 0, where V4 is a variable of sort Natural. After normalization, the formula becomes B Ωc -inconsistent and therefore unsatisfiable. The other two conjuncts are likewise unsatisfiable.
For a more detailed discussion of the implementation see Section 5 of [14] .
Related Work and Conclusions
The original paper proposing the concepts of variant and FVP is [8] . FVP ideas have been further advanced in [11, 6, 3, 5] . Variant satisfiability has been studied on [20, 19, 26] . In relation to that work, the main contribution of this paper is the extension of variant satisfiability to handle user-definable predicates.
As mentioned in the Introduction, satisfiability decision procedures can be either theory-specific or theory-generic. Two recent advanced textbooks on theoryspecific decision procedures are [4] and [16] . These two classes of procedures complement each other: theory specific ones are more efficient; but theory-generic ones are user-definable and can substantially increase the range of SMT solvers.
Other theory-generic satisfiability approaches include: (i) the superpositionbased one, e.g., [17, 2, 18, 1, 27] , where it is proved that a superposition theorem proving inference system terminates for a given first-order theory together with any given set of ground clauses representing a satisfiability problem; and (ii) that of decidable theories defined by means of formulas with triggers [10] , that allows a user to define a new theory with decidable QF satisfiability by axiomatizing it according to some requirements, and then making an SMT solver extensible by such a user-defined theory. While not directly comparable to the present one, these approaches (discussed in more detail in [20] ) can be seen as complementary ones, further enlarging the repertoire of theory-generic satisfiability methods.
In conclusion, the present work has extended variant satisfiability to support initial algebras specified by FVP theories with user-definable predicates under fairly general conditions. Since such predicates are often needed in specifications, this substantially enlarges the scope of variant-based initial satisfiability algorithms. The most obvious next step is to combine the original variant satisfiability algorithm defined in [20, 19] and implemented in [26] with the present one. To simplify both the exposition and the prototype implementation, a few simplifying assumptions, such as the assumption that the signature Ω of constructors and that ∆ of defined functions share no subsort-overloaded symbols, have been made. For both greater efficiency and wider applicability, the combined generic algorithm will drop such assumptions and will use constructor unification [20, 26] .
